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Abstract

Purpose: The EUPAS26595 study characterized the rate of acute renal failure (ARF)

in patients exposed to levetiracetam versus other antiepileptic drugs using health-

care claims data and a high-dimensional propensity score (hd-PS) for confounding

adjustment. The data contained several coding systems by design and an update in

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) coding dictionary. Such coding hetero-

geneity can affect the performance of hd-PS, and manually coding harmonization is

not feasible. Our objective was to explore the impact of code aggregation via Clini-

cal Classifications Software (CCS) on the analysis of a large claims-based database

using hd-PS.

Methods: Patients with epilepsy, who were new-users of an antiepileptic drug, were

identified from the IBM® MarketScan® Research Databases. We used CCS catego-

ries to harmonize coding and compared the results with other alternatives. Incidence

rate ratios (IRRs) were computed using modified Poisson regression model with a

robust variance estimator.

Results: For January 2008–October 2015 (before ICD update), 34 833 eligible

patients initiated levetiracetam and 52 649 initiated a comparator drug; IRR (95% CI)

for ARF for the hd-PS analysis was 1.34 (0.72–2.50) without CCS categories and

1.30 (0.71–2.39) with CCS categories. For January 2008–December 2017 (including

ICD coding change), 45 672 eligible patients initiated levetiracetam and 64 664 initi-

ated a comparator drug; IRR (95% CI) for the hd-PS analysis was 1.34 (0.78–2.29)

without CCS categories and 1.37 (0.80–2.34) with CCS categories.

Conclusions: Using single-level CCS categories to overcome differences in coding

provides consistent results and can be used in studies that use large claims data and

hd-PS for adjustment.
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Key Points

• Real-world evidence studies using large databases of medical records often face issues

regarding multiple coding dictionaries or change of coding system.

• Aggregation of codes through the choice of data granularity is a balance between introducing

measurement error and improving confounding control.

• We found the level of adjustment by using CCS diagnosis/procedure categories to feed the

hd-PS algorithm was congruent with that by other approaches of aggregation in the current

study.

• The proposed aggregation approach can be used in studies that use large, population-based

claims data and hd-PS or other automated algorithms for baseline adjustment; and can help

solve problems related to multiplicity of coding dictionaries and computing constraints.

Plain Language Summary

Real-world evidence studies using large databases of medical records often face issues regarding

multiple coding dictionaries for diagnoses, procedures, and drugs. In 2015, the coding system

for US electronic healthcare transactions was changed for both diagnosis and procedure codes

from International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 9th to 10th revision. Consistency in coding is

key to accurately identify covariates and adjust confounding for any quality pharmacoepidemio-

logical study. We addressed these challenges of coding multiplicity during implementation of

EUPAS26595, a voluntary postauthorization safety study that found no evidence of an associa-

tion of levetiracetam on the risk of acute renal failure (ARF) compared with other antiepileptic

drugs. This study used the IBM® MarketScan® Research Databases (2008–2017) and adjusted

for baseline confounding using high-dimensional propensity score (hd-PS) method, a data-driven

automated algorithm. We used Clinical Classifications Software (CCS) categories to harmonize

multiple coding systems and compared the results with other alternatives. Incidence rate ratios

(IRRs) were computed using modified Poisson regression model with a robust variance estima-

tor. Results demonstrated that the aggregation of codes using single-level CCS categories pro-

vided consistent results, highlighting the utility of this method in studies that use large,

population-based claims data and hd-PS or other automated algorithms for baseline adjustment.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Postauthorization safety studies are often tasked with estimating

effects in a real-world setting, evaluating rare or long-term events,

and studying subpopulations underrepresented in registration trials;

thus, they often rely on secondary use of routinely collected patient

data. One such data source, healthcare claims, comprehensively cap-

tures billable medical transactions between patients and their health-

care providers.1

An automated data-driven baseline confounding adjustment algo-

rithm that takes advantage of this wealth of information is the high-

dimensional propensity score (hd-PS) method.2 Briefly, the hd-PS algo-

rithm creates indicators that correlate with potential unmeasured con-

founders to adjust for baseline confounding using analyst-supplied files

containing all available baseline records of different data dimensions

(e.g., inpatient/outpatient services, medications). It identifies the n most

prevalent codes (n determined by the analyst) in each data dimension and

creates indicators that reflect their recurrence. For each recurrence indi-

cator of the n most prevalent codes in each data dimension, the possible

amount of confounding each indicator could adjust for is computed using

a multiplicative model given a binary exposure and outcome. Then, the

k indicators (k defined by the analyst) that explain the most confounding

according to this approach are selected and, with demographic and other

variables predefined by the analyst, used to estimate the conditional

probability of exposure, that is, the propensity score. As this algorithm

stems from the prevalence of every code in the baseline records, 3 factors

should be considered when constructing the data dimensions.

• First, aggregation of codes through the choice of data granularity

(e.g., the number of characters selected of the diagnoses/procedure

codes). Grouping codes by reading fewer characters will increase the

prevalence of that code and may introduce measurement error

(as granularity is lost), whereas reading more characters can result in

lower prevalence within the same hierarchical classification and thus

less chances to be chosen by the algorithm. Such aggregation can

also affect the covariate-exposure and/or covariate-outcome associ-

ations, which also influence the probability of being selected by the

hd-PS algorithm. Code aggregation may improve confounding con-

trol in settings with a rare outcome or rare exposure.3

• Second, the use of multiple coding dictionaries. An assumption in

the hd-PS algorithm is that codes are mutually exclusive within each

data dimension. If a database contains multiple coding dictionaries

2 HONG ET AL.
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for the same data element, the indicators created by the hd-PS algo-

rithm may be subject to measurement error. For example, proce-

dures are coded using 3 data dictionaries in the IBM® MarketScan®

Research Databases— International Classification of Diseases (ICD),

Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS), and Cur-

rent Procedural Terminology, 4th Edition (CPT-4).

• Finally, changing the coding dictionary during the study period.

Because the same event will receive a different code depending on

the date, its prevalence will be lower than if a single coding dictio-

nary were used. The coding system for US electronic healthcare

transactions was changed for both diagnosis and procedure codes

on October 1, 2015, from ICD, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification

(ICD-9-CM) to the Tenth Revision (ICD-10-CM) and Procedure Cod-

ing System (ICD-10-PCS). Therefore, the same clinical event

received different codes depending on which ICD-era it occurred.

Although it is possible to map curated code lists for a limited num-

ber of predefined variables, doing so is not feasible at the scale

needed for the hd-PS algorithm.

We faced these challenges during implementation of EUPAS26595,4

a voluntary category 3 postauthorization safety study that found no evi-

dence of an association of levetiracetam on the risk of acute renal failure

(ARF) compared with other antiepileptic drugs.4 This study used the

IBM® MarketScan® Research Databases (2008–2017) and adjusted for

baseline confounding using hd-PS.

We used Clinical Classifications Software (CCS), a categorization

scheme used to harmonize diagnoses and procedures in diverse

sources of data,5–10 to overcome the challenges introduced by the

presence of multiple data dictionaries. In this article, we describe this

approach and compare it with other analytic alternatives.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | EUPAS26595 overall study design

EUPAS26595 was a cohort study comparing the incidence of ARF associ-

ated with the initiation of levetiracetam versus the initiation of other anti-

epileptic drugs among epileptic patients who either had been antiepileptic

drug free for the last year or were currently receiving another baseline

antiepileptic drug to which an additional drug (levetiracetam or a compar-

ator) was added.4 Patients were eligible if they had a new prescription of

levetiracetam or a comparator antiepileptic drug (index date), were diag-

nosed with epilepsy, and had continuous medical and prescription cover-

age in the year before the index date. Patients were excluded if they

initiated 2 antiepileptic drugs concomitantly, if they had preexisting renal

disease in the year before index date, rhabdomyolysis or status epilepti-

cus in the 90 days before index date, or a major surgical procedure or use

of a radiocontrast agent in the 30 days before index date (see Figure,

Supplemental Digital Content 1 for cohort design).

The primary outcome was ARF, defined as the presence of a code

for a compatible diagnosis in the primary diagnosis field of at least

1 inpatient or 1 emergency department visit claim in the 30 days after

index date.4 Patients were followed from index date to the first diagno-

sis of ARF, 30 days after index date, discontinuance of insurance cover-

age, or end of study period, whichever occurred first. For the current

exercise, we evaluated the primary outcome on the cohort of patients

who were antiepileptic treatment free in the year before index date.

2.2 | Study data

We used the IBM® MarketScan® Commercial Database, IBM® Mar-

ketScan® Medicare Supplemental Database, and IBM® MarketScan®

Multi-State Medicaid Database covering January 2008–December

2017. The databases capture information on medical (inpatient, out-

patient, and emergency care healthcare encounters, including date;

ICD-9-CM, ICD-10-CM, ICD-10-PCS, HCPCS, CPT-4 codes), and

pharmacy claims (dispensed medications, including National Drug

Code, dispensation date, quantity, and days supplied), plus enrollment

history (age, sex, US census region, health insurance payer type, and

monthly enrollment status). During our study period, ICD coding

changed from 9th to 10th revision coding in October 2015.

2.3 | CCS aggregation approach

The CCS is a diagnosis and procedure categorization scheme for ICD-

9-CM, ICD-10-CM/PCS, and CPT-4/HCPCS codes, developed as part

of the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project, sponsored by the

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. CCS aggregates thou-

sands of diagnosis and procedure codes into fewer, clinically meaning-

ful categories. We used the following CCS categories to group

records in data dimensions from different data-coding dictionaries:

• ICD-9-CM diagnoses: We used single-level CCS categories to

enable matching of the level of classification system for ICD-9-CM

procedures. We used the last version (2015) before the change to

ICD-10-CM.11

• ICD-9-CM procedures: We used single-level CCS categories to

match the only CCS classification system developed for CPT-4 and

HCPCS procedures.11

• CPT-4 and HCPCS procedures: We used CCS–Services and Proce-

dures 2019.1 version.12

• ICD-10-CM diagnoses: We used single-level CCS 2019.1 (beta)

version,13 which has the same set of CCS categories as for

ICD-9-CM.

• ICD-10-PCS procedures: We used single-level CCS 2019.1 (beta)

version,14 which has the same set of CCS categories as for ICD-

9-CM, CPT-4, and HCPCS.

2.4 | Statistical analysis

Because the ICD coding change from 9th to 10th revision may have

impacted characterization of CCS categories themselves, we modelled
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each CCS category prevalence by linear regression using monthly prev-

alence as dependent variable and calendar month plus a binary indicator

for dates after October 2015 as independent variables. This model

assumed a linear relationship between monthly prevalence and calendar

month that could have a step change in October 2015 (see Figure, Sup-

plemental Digital Content 2 for an example). We described the absolute

and relative change in the model-predicted prevalence of all CCS cate-

gories using standard descriptive statistics and histograms.

The main study outcome, ARF incidence rate, was calculated as the

number of new ARF diagnoses divided by the sum of person-months

during follow-up period. We computed incidence rate ratios (IRRs) and

incidence rate differences of ARF between patients initiating levetirace-

tam versus those initiating other antiepileptic drugs using a modified

Poisson regression model with robust variance estimator.15

We adjusted for baseline confounding by weighting the outcome

model by the inverse of propensity score. We stabilized the weights

with marginal probability of the observed exposure and truncated

them at the first and 99th percentiles to avoid undue influence of out-

liers. We estimated the propensity score using multivariate logistic

regression and different sets of covariates depending on the analysis

(see below). When we used the hd-PS algorithm, we input subject-

matter-knowledge variables (see Table 2) as predefined and exclude

those with any category present in <2% or >98% of the participants.16

We let the hd-PS algorithm construct empirical indicators for adjust-

ment from the following 5 data dimensions: Inpatient/Outpatient diag-

noses, Inpatient/Outpatient procedures, and Outpatient pharmacy

dispensing. We ran the hd-PS with the following parameters: n (number

of most prevalent indicators to consider from each dimension of data)

= 200, “Bross bias formula” as the ranking method, and k (number of

indicators to include in the final propensity score) = 500. Additionally,

indicators were created by the hd-PS algorithm to reflect the intensity

of healthcare services utilization within each dimension.

For the current exercise, we compared the following analyses to

evaluate the added value, if any, of harmonizing clinical information

via CCS categories:

1. Unadjusted analysis

2. Analysis based on subject-matter-knowledge: using only prede-

fined variables

3. Analysis using hd-PS without CCS: in addition to the variables in

analysis 2, data dimensions were specified as input to the hd-PS

algorithm as follows:

• Inpatient/outpatient diagnoses: first 3 characters of ICD-9-CM

diagnoses or ICD-10-CM

• Inpatient/outpatient procedures: CPT-4, HCPCS, first 3 charac-

ters of ICD-9-CM procedures or ICD-10-PCS

• Outpatient pharmacy dispensing: generic drug name from IBM®

RED BOOK®

4. Analysis using hd-PS with CCS: in addition to the variables in anal-

ysis 2, data dimensions were specified as input to the hd-PS algo-

rithm as follows

• Inpatient/outpatient diagnoses: single-level CCS diagnosis

categories

• Inpatient/outpatient procedures: single-level CCS procedure

categories

• Outpatient pharmacy dispensing: generic drug name from IBM®

RED BOOK®

These analyses were run both for the full study period and for the

period ending at the time of ICD dictionary change, October 2015.

3 | RESULTS

Between 2008 and 2017, there were 110 336 eligible patients, of

whom 45 672 initiated levetiracetam and 64 664 initiated a comparator

drug (Table 1). Between 2008 and October 2015, 34 833 eligible

patients initiated levetiracetam and 52 649 initiated a comparator drug.

Patients in the levetiracetam group were less likely to be women,

but there were no relevant differences in other demographic character-

istics or in the presence of other conditions. Patients in the levetirace-

tam group were also less likely to use analgesics, antidepressants, or

antipsychotics. There were relevant differences in epilepsy-related

health services, with patients in the levetiracetam group more fre-

quently being admitted to hospital or visiting emergency department

than patients in the comparator, who more frequently had outpatient

visits (Table 1). The proportion of patients censored before reaching the

30-day risk period was 2.2% in both groups. Overall, 39 cases of ARF

occurred in the levetiracetam group and 27 in the comparator group.

3.1 | Continuity of clinical codes using CCS

The median absolute change of the CCS category prevalence between

the periods before and after October 2015 was �0.18 cases/100000

individuals (minimum, �729.10; Q1, �5.54; Q3, 5.22; maximum,

1241.17 cases/100000 individuals). On a relative scale, the median

change was �0.4% (minimum, �98.7%; Q1, �5.6%; Q3, 5.8%; maxi-

mum, 209.4%) (Figure 1).

3.2 | Comparison of methods using CCS versus
source-coding dictionaries

For January 2008–October 2015 (i.e., before ICD-10-CM/PCS coding

was implemented), the IRR for ARF (95% confidence interval [CI]) was

2.02 (1.14–3.55) for the unadjusted analysis, 1.45 (0.79–2.64) for the

analysis based on subject-matter-knowledge, and 1.34 (0.72–2.5) for

the analysis using hd-PS without CCS (Table 2). In this analysis, the

hd-PS algorithm created 217 indicators from ICD-9-CM diagnoses,

163 from CPT-4/HCPCS procedures, 82 from medications, 16 from

ICD-9-CM procedures, 10 and 12 indicators of healthcare services

utilization based on diagnosis and procedure codes, respectively

(Table 3). The analysis using hd-PS with CCS yielded an IRR (95% CI)

of 1.3 (0.71–2.39) (Table 2). In this analysis, the hd-PS algorithm cre-

ated 113 indicators based on medications, 244 and 143 based on CCS

4 HONG ET AL.
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diagnosis and procedure categories, respectively (Table 3). For all ana-

lyses, the mean of truncated stabilized weights was 0.99 (see Table,

Supplemental Digital Content 3 for weight distribution).

For January 2008–December 2017 (i.e., when data up to October

2015 period were coded with ICD-9-CM and later data were coded

with ICD-10-CM/PCS), the IRR (95% CI) was 2.05 (1.25–3.34) for the

unadjusted analysis, 1.55 (0.92–2.61) for the analysis based on

TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of eligible participants, IBM
MarketScan Databases 2008–2017.

Characteristic

Levetiracetam

N = 45 672

Comparator

N = 64 664

Female, n (%) 22 675 (49.6) 34 728 (53.7)

Age, mean (SD), years 30.3 (25.76) 29.7 (21.72)

Database, n (%)

CCAE/MDCR 29 487 (64.6) 40 763 (63.0)

MDCD 16 185 (35.4) 23 901 (37.0)

Region of employee residence, n (%)

North central 7227 (15.8) 9527 (14.7)

Northeast 5777 (12.6) 7186 (11.1)

South 10 925 (23.9) 16 543 (25.6)

West 5228 (11.4) 6956 (10.8)

Unknown 16 515 (36.2) 24 452 (37.8)

Conditions present in the 12 months before index date, n (%)

Any 5724 (12.5) 7551 (11.7)

Burns 72 (0.2) 116 (0.2)

Cardiovascular

disease

1049 (2.3) 1048 (1.6)

Cerebrovascular

disease

475 (1.0) 399 (0.6)

Chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease

798 (1.7) 1139 (1.8)

Diabetes mellitus 931 (2.0) 1240 (1.9)

Diabetic

nephropathy

30 (0.1) 19 (0.0)

Heart failure 432 (0.9) 320 (0.5)

Hemolysis 1 (0.0) 1 (0.0)

Hypertension 276 (0.6) 352 (0.5)

Hypotension 171 (0.4) 215 (0.3)

Hypovolemia 274 (0.6) 317 (0.5)

Liver disease 220 (0.5) 283 (0.4)

Myoglobinuria 1 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Obesity 144 (0.3) 337 (0.5)

Other renal diseases 1380 (3.0) 2212 (3.4)

Peripheral vascular

disease

368 (0.8) 404 (0.6)

Proteinuria 12 (0.0) 27 (0.0)

Renal calculi 154 (0.3) 348 (0.5)

Sepsis 422 (0.9) 373 (0.6)

Small kidney of

unknown cause

0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

Systemic lupus

erythematosus

66 (0.1) 110 (0.2)

Non-antiepileptic medications used in the 12 months

before index date, n (%)

Any 38 949 (85.3) 55 324 (85.6)

Analgesics 13 886 (30.4) 24 563 (38.0)

Antidepressants 6926 (15.2) 15 652 (24.2)

(Continues)

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Characteristic

Levetiracetam

N = 45 672

Comparator

N = 64 664

Antimicrobials and

antiviral drugs

21 842 (47.8) 31 232 (48.3)

Antineoplastics 127 (0.3) 145 (0.2)

Antipsychotics 1446 (3.2) 4692 (7.3)

Benzodiazepines 6710 (14.7) 9504 (14.7)

Cardiovascular drugs 7553 (16.5) 9173 (14.2)

Immunosuppressants 214 (0.5) 302 (0.5)

Methotrexate 165 (0.4) 189 (0.3)

Other drugs 5994 (13.1) 9027 (14.0)

Steroids 9724 (21.3) 14 219 (22.0)

Epilepsy-related health services utilization in the 12 months before

index date, n (%)

Overall outpatient

visits

25 299 (55.4) 39 868 (61.7)

Hospitalizations 6503 (14.2) 4726 (7.3)

ED visits 19 972 (43.7) 18 704 (28.9)

Health services utilization in the 12 months before index date not

related to epilepsy, n (%)

Overall outpatient

visits

43 142 (94.5) 61 504 (95.1)

Hospitalizations 9812 (21.5) 13 060 (20.2)

ED visits 19 965 (43.7) 29 220 (45.2)

Index treatment

Levetiracetam 45 672 (100) 0 (0.0)

Carbamazepine 0 3914 (6.1)

Ethosuximide 0 3498 (5.4)

Gabapentin 0 8208 (12.7)

Lacosamide 0 676 (1.0)

Lamotrigine 0 9478 (14.7)

Oxcarbazepine 0 9005 (13.9)

Pregabalin 0 962 (1.5)

Phenobarbital 0 1106 (1.7)

Phenytoin 0 7425 (11.5)

Topiramate 0 9287 (14.4)

Valproic acid 0 9442 (14.6)

Zonisamide 0 1663 (2.6)

Abbreviations: CCAE/MDCR, IBM MarketScan® Commercial Database/

IBM MarketScan® Medicare Supplemental Database; ED, emergency

department; MDCD, IBM MarketScan® Multi-State Medicaid Database;

SD, standard deviation.
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subject-matter-knowledge, and 1.34 (0.78–2.29) for the analysis using

hd-PS without CCS (Table 2). The hd-PS algorithm (without CCS) cre-

ated 173 indicators from ICD-9-CM diagnoses, 169 from CPT-4/

HCPCS procedures, 77 from medications, 46 from ICD-10-CM diag-

nosis codes, 1 from ICD-10-PCS procedure codes, 12 and 10 indica-

tors of healthcare services utilization based on diagnosis and

procedure codes, respectively (Table 3). The analysis using hd-PS with

CCS yielded an IRR (95% CI) of 1.37 (0.80–2.34) (Table 2), and the hd-

PS algorithm created 110 indicators based on medications, 257 and

133 based on CCS diagnosis and procedure categories, respectively

(Table 3). For all analyses, the mean of truncated stabilized weights

was 0.99 (see Table, Supplemental Digital Content 3).

4 | DISCUSSION

We estimated the difference in the incidence of ARF for initiators of

levetiracetam compared with initiators of a comparator antiepileptic

TABLE 2 Results for the different analyses by study period.

Study period: January 2008 to October 2015 Study period: January 2008 to December 2017

Incidence rate differencea,
cases per 10 000 (95% CI)

Incidence rate
ratioa (95% CI)

Incidence rate differencea,
cases per 10 000 (95% CI)

Incidence rate
ratioa (95% CI)

Unadjusted analysis 4.09

(0.63 to 7.56)

2.02

(1.14 to 3.55)

4.41

(1.27 to 7.56)

2.05

(1.25 to 3.34)

Analysis based on subject matter knowledgeb 2.10

(�1.23 to 5.44)

1.45

(0.79 to 2.64)

2.68

(�0.4 to 5.75)

1.55

(0.92 to 2.61)

Analysis using hd-PS without CCSc 1.70

(�1.68 to 5.07)

1.34

(0.72 to 2.5)

1.80

(�1.28 to 4.88)

1.34

(0.78 to 2.29)

Analysis using hd-PS with CCSd 1.58

(�1.84 to 4.99)

1.30

(0.71 to 2.39)

2.00

(�1.12 to 5.12)

1.37

(0.8 to 2.34)

Abbreviations: CCS, clinical classifications software; CI, confidence interval; CPT, current procedural terminology, 4th edition; HCPCS, healthcare common

procedure coding system; hd-PS, high-dimensional propensity score; ICD-10, international classification of diseases, tenth revision; ICD-9, international

classification of diseases, ninth revision.
aIncidence rate differences and incidence rate ratios of ARF between patients initiating levetiracetam versus those initiating other antiepileptic drugs.
bAnalysis adjusted for the following predefined variables: age, sex, region, year of baseline, health plan type, database type, comorbidities (burns,

cardiovascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes mellitus, diabetic nephropathy, heart failure, hemolysis,

hypertension, hypotension, hypovolemia, liver disease, myoglobinuria, obesity, other renal diseases, peripheral vascular disease, proteinuria, renal calculi,

sepsis, small kidney of unknown cause, and systemic lupus erythematosus), co-medications (categorized as analgesics, antidepressants, antimicrobials and

antivirals, antineoplastics, antipsychotics, benzodiazepines, cardiovascular drugs, immunosuppressants, steroids, and others), and healthcare utilization

variables (the number of health encounters as inpatients, outpatients, or emergency department classified as related or not to epilepsy care).
cAnalysis adjusted for predefined variables and for indicators created by the hd-PS algorithm using ICD-9, ICD-10 diagnosis and procedure category codes,

CPT-4/HCPCS codes, and medications.
dAnalysis adjusted for predefined variables and for indicators created by the hd-PS algorithm using CCS diagnosis, CCS procedure categories, and

medications.

F IGURE 1 Absolute and relative changes in the predicted prevalence in October 2015 of the clinical classifications software categories.
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drug in IBM® MarketScan® claims database using different analytical

approaches to address the multiplicity of coding dictionaries. The

results of this empirical example suggest that the use of CCS catego-

ries as a harmonization procedure to aggregate diagnostic and proce-

dure codes yields consistent results in the adjustment of baseline

variables using hd-PS and can be useful when facing challenge such as

a change in the coding dictionary occurs during the study period or

when a data source uses multiple coding dictionaries.

The alternative CCS Refined (CCSR) aggregation tool17 was not

used because it would not have allowed having the same clinical con-

cept from both ICD coding dictionaries under the same CCS category

(each ICD-10-CM code can be mapped to multiple CCSR categories).

Nevertheless, this comes with some loss of granularity for ICD-

10-CM codes. We show in our study that, in the ICD-9 era, the use of

CCS diagnosis/procedure categories to feed the hd-PS algorithm

(together with predefined variables and medications) provided a level

of adjustment that was congruent with the level of adjustment pro-

vided by the use of 3-character ICD diagnosis/procedure codes, and

CPT-4/HCPCS procedures (together with predefined variables

and medications as well). Of note, the analysis using CCS categories

gave less weight to procedures than the nonaggregated approach and

did not create indicators based on healthcare services utilization. A

study that used the same data source reported that using CCS diag-

nostic categories to aggregate ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes worked well

using the hd-PS algorithm under different scenarios of sample size,

exposure prevalence, and outcome incidence.3

By analyzing the change in the prevalence of CCS categories, we

show that, in our study population and corresponding study period,

single-level CCS aggregation was not perfect in bridging the change of

ICD coding that occurred in October 2015: although the median

change of the prevalence, both in relative and absolute level, was

close to zero and most of the CCS categories had small changes, there

were CCS categories with relevant variations. The alternative to the

CCS diagnosis/procedure category aggregation in using the hd-PS

adjustment algorithm and the full study period was to feed the hd-PS-

algorithm with ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM/PCS codes. Because the

hd-PS algorithm prioritizes codes by their prevalence, and our study

period contained >7 years of data using ICD-9-CM coding and slightly

>2 years of ICD-10-CM/PCS coding, the latter have an artificially low

prevalence, and individuals for whom their empirical indicators were

constructed using data after October 2015 would rarely contribute

indicators based on ICD-10-CM/PCS coding (i.e., confounder

TABLE 3 Covariates used for adjustment in the different analyses by study period.

Variable, n (%)

Study period: January 2008 to October 2015 Study period: January 2008 to December 2017

Analysis based on
subject matter
knowledge
(n = 81)a

Analysis using
hd-PS without
CCS (n = 581)b

Analysis using
hd-PS with CCS
(n = 581)c

Analysis based on
subject matter
knowledge (n = 81)a

Analysis using
hd-PS without
CCS (n = 581)b

Analysis using
hd-PS with CCS
(n = 581)c

Predefined variables 81 (100) 81 (13.9) 81 (13.9) 81 (100) 81 (13.9) 81 (13.9)

ICD-9-CM diagnosis 0 217 (37.3) 0 0 173 (29.8) 0

ICD-10-CM diagnosis 0 0 0 0 46 (7.9) 0

CCS diagnosis 0 0 244 (42.0) 0 0 257 (44.2)

Diagnosis codes–based health services

utilization indicators

0 10 (1.7) 0 0 12 (2.1) 0

ICD-9-CM procedure 0 16 (2.8) 0 0 12 (2.1) 0

ICD-10-PCS procedure 0 0 0 0 1 (0.2) 0

CPT-4/HCPCS procedure 0 163 (28.1) 0 0 169 (29.1) 0

CCS procedure 0 0 143 (24.6) 0 0 133 (22.9)

Procedure codes–based health services

utilization indicators

0 12 (2.1) 0 0 10 (1.7) 0

Medications 0 82 (14.1) 113 (19.4) 0 77 (13.3) 110 (18.9)

Abbreviations: CCS, clinical classifications software; CPT, current procedural terminology-4th edition; HCPCS, healthcare common procedure coding

system; hd-PS, high-dimensional propensity score; ICD, international classification of diseases; ICD-10-CM, international classification of diseases, tenth

revision, clinical modification; ICD-9-CM, international classification of diseases, ninth revision, clinical modification.
aAnalysis adjusted for the following predefined variables: age, sex, region, year of baseline, health plan type, database type, comorbidities (burns,

cardiovascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes mellitus, diabetic nephropathy, heart failure, hemolysis,

hypertension, hypotension, hypovolemia, liver disease, myoglobinuria, obesity, other renal diseases, peripheral vascular disease, proteinuria, renal calculi,

sepsis, small kidney of unknown cause, and systemic lupus erythematosus), co-medications (categorized as analgesics, antidepressants, antimicrobials and

antivirals, antineoplastics, antipsychotics, benzodiazepines, cardiovascular drugs, immunosuppressants, steroids, and others), and healthcare utilization

variables (the number of health encounters as inpatients, outpatients, or emergency department classified as related or not to epilepsy care).
bAnalysis adjusted for predefined variables and for indicators created by the hd-PS algorithm using ICD-9, ICD-10 diagnosis and procedure category codes,

CPT-4/HCPCS codes and medications.
cAnalysis adjusted for predefined variables and for indicators created by the hd-PS algorithm using CCS diagnosis, CCS procedure categories, and

medications.
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misclassification). In our analysis that used unaggregated ICD coding

from the full study period, hd-PS indicators based on ICD-10-CM

diagnosis were only 8% of all the indicators and only 1 indicator

(0.2%) was created using ICD-10-PCS procedures. Despite this likely

confounder misclassification, this analysis performed better than

adjusting only for predefined variables and yielded a result that was

consistent with the analysis using CCS harmonization. These findings

are specific to the current study; a different scenario where ICD-

9-CM and ICD-10-CM/PCS coding dictionaries across the study

period follow a different distribution may yield different results, and

the consistency of effect measures between the two distinct ICD-eras

as study periods may be explored.

Our study has limitations. We studied levetiracetam and ARF inci-

dence as a case study, and our conclusions might not be generalizable

to other exposure-outcome relationships. Our interpretations assume

that the true association of levetiracetam on the incidence of ARF is

null, or close to null, as previously reported.18 This assumption is sup-

ported by the fact that, with higher levels of adjustment, the point

estimates moved toward the null value. In this study, the hd-PS added

value to the adjustments based only on predefined variables, as has

been observed in other studies.19 Nevertheless, one limitation of the

hd-PS is that it may create indicators that correspond to variables that

act as colliders20 (yielding biased effect estimates) or are not causally

related to the outcome (effect estimates may have unnecessarily wide

95% CIs). Additionally, our study evaluated the incidence of ARF in a

short time period (30 days), and censoring during follow-up was negli-

gible; therefore, it could be safely assumed that time-varying con-

founding21 was not an issue. Nevertheless, in studies with longer

follow-up where nonrandom losses to follow-up happen or when the

treatment effect under complete adherence is being estimated,

researchers will need to adjust for potential time-varying confounding,

and the hd-PS can only be used to adjust for baseline variables.

In conclusion, we show that the aggregation of ICD and CPT-4/

HCPCS codes using single-level CCS categories provides consistent

results; can be used in studies that use large, population-based claims

data and hd-PS or other automated algorithms for baseline adjust-

ment; and can help solve problems related to multiplicity of coding

dictionaries and computing constraints. Further scenarios with differ-

ent exposure-outcome relationships and different prevalence of expo-

sure and outcome need to be explored.
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